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GK SA-II Practice Paper – 2019-20 
Class: V 
Name: __________________________________ Sec: ___________ Roll No: __________ 
 

I. State whether the following statements are true or false. 

1. Mercury is known as the red planet.        ( ) 

2. Ice hockey is a fast –paced game and is a variation of field hockey.  ( ) 

3. Micro oven was invented by Thomas Edison.     ( ) 

4. The inner most layer of the earth is the core.      ( ) 

5. The tallest mountain in our solar system is Olympus Mons.   ( ) 

6. The largest and the oldest museum known as Indian Museum is located in  

Punjab.           ( ) 

7. Bikaji Cama was known as the Begum of Awadh.     ( ) 

8. Elizabeth Blackwell was the first woman to receive a medical degree in the 

United States.          ( ) 

9. Chanda Kochhar is known as India’s ‘beauty entrepreneur.   ( ) 

10. PepsiCo is the second largest food and beverage chain in the world.  ( ) 

11. The Indian Navy is the land-based branch of our defence services.  ( ) 

12.  Jupiter, Neptune, Saturn and Uranus are the four outer planets.   ( ) 

13. Hot molten rock that erupts from a volcano is called java.    ( ) 

14. Christopher Cockerell invented a car that travels over both land and water. ( ) 

15. The parachute was invented 500 years ago.      ( ) 

II. Fill in the blanks with the correct answers from the help box. 

 

 

 

1. Yoghurt is produced by bacterial fermenting of _________. 

2. _______________ was a well-known rocket scientist who is best known for his 

research in physics and engineering. 

3. The first woman cosmonaut to go into space was ____________________. 

4. _______________ is the capital of the largest country in Europe, Russia. 

5. The _______________borders Europe to the north and the Atlantic Ocean borders it 

to the west. 

 Satish Dawan              Moscow             Curling             Douglas Engelbart           

President        Valentina Tereshkhova                   Bengaluru                Satya Nadella 

Arctic Ocean               MF Hussain                        ski jumping            Aryabhata                 

Jamini Roy                             cheque                Virat Kohli                           milk 



6. ______________ is a unique game played on ice, where participants have to guide a 

slab of stone to a target area. 

7. ______________ invented the computer mouse in 1968. 

8. ______________ was recognized by the Indian government because of his 

contribution to arts. 

9. The first person to make three test centuries in his first innings as a captain is 

___________________. 

10. India’s first artificial satellite , launched in April 1975,was_________________ 

11. The head of all the combined Defence forces is the ___________of India. 

12.  _____________ became the CEO of Microsoft in 2014. 

13.  _____________ is also known as the ‘Picasso of India’. 

14.  In _____________, participants ski down a slope and jump off the edge to land. 

15.  A _____________ is a document that allows a person to withdraw money from their 

account. 

16.  The headquarter of ISRO is in _____________. 

III. Read the clues and choose the correct answer. (Given as blanks in Practice 

Paper) 

1.  ______________ country has won the 2018 FIFA World Cup.     

2.  __________________ became the first female Chancellor of Germany in 2005. 

3. ___________________ is the world’s largest amphitheater in the city of Rome. 

4. ___________________ was known as the ‘Birdman of India’.               

5. Rani Lakshmi Bai is also known as the _____________________. 

6. Brigadier is the rank of an officer in the Indian________________.             

7. The American engineer and the first African-American women to travel to space  

was ______________________ .          

8. The study of clouds known as _________________.            

9. ___________________ is the word for putting money in your bank account.    

10. ___________________ has been awarded the Man Booker Prize for his first novel, 

The White Tiger in 2008. 

11. The first animal to orbit the earth in 1957 was female dog named _____________.   

12. ________________ invented the robot, Sophia in 2016.  

13. The largest freshwater lake in Europe is Lake _______________. 

14. There are __________ bones in human skeleton. 

15. The current Chief of the Army Staff is _________________. 

16. __________________ co-founded Ola Cabs, online transportation company.  

 



IV.  Look at the images and identify the following from the help box. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

      

      

      

      

 

 

      

      

      

      

 

 

Mark Zuckerberg   Abhinav Bindra Raja Ramanna  Angela Merkel     Azim Premji 

Hagia Sophia        Nelson Mandela    Mukesh Ambani         R. Ashwin             Steve jobs 

Sucheta Kripalani       Saina Nehwal Rakesh Sharma        Dhanraj pillay                                                

Colosseum                Indira Gandhi      Vikram Sarabhai   Yukoi Horie    Savithribai Phule 

Marie Curie      Malala Yousafzai          Jeff Bezos          Begum Hazarat Mahal 



V. Fill in missing letters with the help of the clues given. 

1. The world’s largest cat is the (S__BE__IA__T__G__R) 

2. The first planet is discover with the use of a (T__L__SC__P__) 

3. First and only woman prime minister of India till date (IN__I__A  G_N_HI) 

4. The God of small things for which she won the Man Booker Prize 

(A__U__DHA__   __ R__Y) 

5. The disease that effects pancreas is(D__AB__T__S) 

6. The head of Reserve Bank of India.(G__V__RN__R) 

7. First woman to receive a medical degree in the United States. 

(EL__Z__B__TH B__ A__K__ELL) 

8. His photograph is on 500 rupees note in the front.(MA__AT__AG__N__HI) 

9. Snakes are classified as(R__PT__L__S) 

10. She is known as India’s beaurt entrepreneur.(F__LG__NI N__Y__R) 

VI. Answer the following questions. 

1. Who is considered as England’s national poet? 

A. _____________________________________________________________ 

2. Which is the most common blood group? 

A. _____________________________________________________________ 

3. Write the full forms of the following: 

a) CRPF: _____________________________________________________ 

b) BSF: ____________________________________________________ 

4. An art exhibition had 915 pieces of art on show. Some of them got sold but there 

were 211 unsold pieces. How many were sold? 

A. _____________________________________________________________ 

5.  Who is an Iranian lawyer, former judge, and human rights activist won the 2003 

     Nobel Peace Prize? 

A. ______________________________________________________________  

6. In which country the famous modern structure of Nelson Mandela is located? 

A. ______________________________________________________________ 

7. Who won the men’s singles title at Wimbledon this year?  

A. _____________________________________________________________ 

8. Which currency is used in Italy? 

A. _____________________________________________________________ 

 



9. What is the full form of ATM? 

A. ____________________________________________________________ 

10. Which part of your body is effected with the disease Cataract? 

A. ____________________________________________________________ 

VII. Match the following. 

1. Arthritis    ( ) a. EB White 

2. The Night at the Museum ( ) b. Frida Kahlo 

3. Biggest planet   ( ) c. United Arab Emirates 

4. Jaundice     ( ) d. Taiwan 

5. Hippo Sculptures  ( ) e. Milan Trenc 

6. Me and My Parrots  ( ) f. United states of America 

7. Peter Pan    ( ) g. Jupiter 

8. Dollar    ( ) h. Liver 

9. Dhiram    ( ) i. Joints 

10. Stuart Little    ( ) j. JM Barrie 

 


